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NOTES BY THE WAY.
the star that shines afar
Without haste and without rest,
Let each man wheel with steady sway
Round the task that rules the day,
And do his best.
Like

—Goethe.

Long Words.
The average reader uses a vocabulary of about
four thousand words, and the accurate thinker, we
are told, twice as many. If he is a learned gentle
man who takes an interest in psychic things, he will
use a good many that have not got into dictionaries
yet- He may to-day travel through volumes of many
thousand words ■ without meeting the old-fashioned
English “ghost” or the modem “spirit,” but strange
new words that clank across the page like slowmoving goods trains he will collect in plenty.
Cryptsesthesia, metagnomy, teleplasm, parakinesis,
hypnagogic, arid polysyllabic nomenclature generally
will look at him, if words have faces, as some people
think, with the sort of expression which Blake
bestowed on Behemoth regarding Jehovah: as who
should say, “Lord, what unit-thou .create next !” In
an old-fashioned fairy-tale an angry hedgehog flung at
a mischievous squirrel the words, “You abominable,
inflated, antimacassar,” not because the description
was a true one, but because when she was busy abus
ing him, any long words would serve the turn. And
we were not so badly off in wordy wealth ourselves,
in the days when materialising mediums, automatic
writing,, and psychometric delineations were new
terms; and they still mystify beginners and new
comers. But however the leopard may change his
spots, we shall know him well enough for the same oldphenomenon, must we _say?—which he was in the
beginning.
*
*
*
*
The Proprietary Attitude.
In course of a correspondence recently with a
friend, a retired army officer who is investigating our
subject, he made the following remarks, which,
although far-fetched, are perhaps worth considering:—
I find (he said) among a number of Spiritualists,
an attitude of what almost amounts to personal
proprietorship towards the subject of human survival.
One Spiritualist I met complained bitterly that the
very enemies of Spiritualism were accepting the
doctrine that the soul survives physical death, and
he appeared to regard this as intolerable effrontery
on their part! Now, although I have a high regard
for you, and your paper, Light [we gracefully
acknowledge the compliment] and further, I recog

1926.
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Price Fourpenoe.

nise that the leaders of Spiritualism are men and
women of acute intelligence and breadth of mind,
nevertheless, some of the rank-and-file have repelled
me by their assumption that human survival is a
kind of proprietary article which they have patented,
and which must not be made use of without their
license and diploma.

We think our friend is a little exaggerating the
position, or else he has been singularly unfortunate
among his acquaintances in the Spiritualist movement.
At the-same time, there is undoubtedly a sub-stratum
of truth in what he says. Nevertheless—and we
pointed this out gently but firmly to our correspondent
—we cannot hold ourselves responsible for the senti
ments of any persons who belong to the Spiritualist
community, over whom we have not, nor seek to have,
any disciplinary authority. So far as we are concerned,
we are content to uphold the truth, as we see it,
undisturbed by the indiscreet utterances of enthusiasts,
and we welcome all who are' prepared to accept our
truths, whether they be friends or enemies.
#

*

*

*

The Nearest Duty.
Little by little the mistakes, the misunderstandings
and the fallacies are being purged out of Spiritualism.
Some of that work is being performed by scientific
Psychical Research, and must be put to its credit,
however we may lament the narrowness of view and
Want of imagination and sympathy that mark some
of its activities. In earlier days we listened to many
advanced communicators from the spirit side who
gave sound advice to Spiritualists concerning their
movement and the errors into which it tended to fall.
All this counsel has been amply justified, and it should
never be forgotten that it came from within—from
those who knew the dangers. Here, for instance, is
a passage from a lecture delivered many years ago by
the late Mr. J. J. Morse, the famous trance medium,
under the inspiration of his guide, known to thousands
as “the Chinese philosopher,” who dealt with the
place.and use of mediumship. Having pointed out its
great value to human knowledge as affording proof of
the future life, he said: —

Beyond satisfying yourselves of the reality of
your spiritual natures . . we counsel you not to
abstract yourselves from the external life and its
duties too frequently, not to neglect the require
ments of the outer world, but at all times and in
all circumstances remember that your first duty is
to that plane of being upon which you at present
reside.
Thy body is thy steed? Then treat it well, and train
it thoroughly, that at thy need if serve thee to its last
ounce of strength. Thon lovest forms? For their own
beauty, or for the life within ? If for themselves, beware;
such love betrays. Make thy form beautiful, its action
rhythmical and fine. Shall the cup that holds the goodly
wine of life be poor and mean ? Make thy form beautiful;
it is thy duty to enhance life’s loveliness. Make it so fair
that men will thank Gad they have seen thee. Yet know
of a surety that no form.is fair save as the life within it is
pure, and strong, and high.—L.L.H, in “ Papyrus,”
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PYTHAGORAS AND MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
By E. W.

It may not be without utility to indicate certain parallel
lines of thought between the alleged teaching of Pytha
goras and the conclusions reached by Modern Spiritualism.
This, however, is based on the assumption that M. Edouard
Schure, in his work, “Pythagoras” (translated by Mr. F.
Rothwell. B.A.), has correctly interpreted the teaching of
the Greek sage.
A quotation from the article on “Pythagoras and
Pythagoreanism” in the “Encyclopaedia of Religion and
Ethics” will serve to show the position which Pythagoras
occupies in the world of thought. It is from the pen of
Dr. John Burnet, F.B.A., M.A. (Oxon), LL.D. (Edin.),
Ph.D. (Prague), Professor of Greek in the United College
of St. Salvator and St. Leonard, St. Andrews; Hon. Fellow
of Merton College, Oxford; author of “Early Greek Philo
sophy,” editor of “Platoms Opera” and other works: —

It is certain that Pythagoras is entitled to be called
the father of science, and it becomes more and more clear
that all European religion and ethics, so far as they do
not originate in Palestine, can all be traced back to him.
There is still a great deal of work to be done, however,
before we can grasp his historical character firmly. Most
recent discoveries in our knowledge of the subject have
been due to discoveries in other fields which have thrown
a quite unexpected light on Pythagoras. What is now
required is a thorough examination of all the forged
Pythagorean documents of later days in the light of the
new knowledge. Undoubtedly they are forgeries and
there is no chance of their being rehabilitated as genuine
documents. At the same time it is clear that they are
the work of men who knew a good deal more about
Pythagoreanism than we do, and they would have had
no chance of passing off their productions as genuine,
if they had not been careful to give them an air of
verisimilitude.
It is stated that Aristotle positively affirmed that the
Pythagoreans believed in the movement of the earth around
the sun, and that Copernicus asserted that the idea of the
rotation of the earth on its axis came to him whilst read
ing, in Cicero, that a certain Hycetas of Syracuse had
spoken of the daily motion of the earth.
In the following fine lines from the last act of “The
Merchant of Venice,” Shakespeare probably borrowed from
Pythagoras the conception of “the music of the spheres”
originated by the latter: —
Look how the floor of heaven
Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold I
There’s not the smallest orb which thou behold’st,
But in his motion like an angel sings,
Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubim
Such harmony is in immortal souls;
But whilst this muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it.

M. Schure states that' “Pythagoras included in a vast
synthesis, morality, science and religion.” This is in close
agreement with the synthetic ideal of Modern Spiritualism
in its philosophic, scientific and religious aspects.
It is also affirmed that Pythagoras taught the doc
trine. of the “subtle body,” an ethereal double. of the
physical organism and co-existing with it.
This corresponds to the hypothesis of Modern Spirit
ualism regarding the “etheric body’” or “perisprit,” which
St. Paul referred to as the “spiritual body.”
In teaching the doctrine of Re-incarnation, again,
Pythagoras was in harmony with the French school of
Modern Spiritualism.
Sow closely the alleged teaching of Pythagoras about
death and the future life resembled the corresponding con
ceptions of Modern Spiritualism will appear from the fol
lowing quotation from M. Schure’s work: —
Human ignorance is written in the. contradictions of
pretended sages, and human sadness in. the unfathom
able hunger .of the human glance. Finally, whatever
the range of his knowledge, birth and death shut in man
between two fatal bounds. These are two gates of dark
ness, beyond which he sees nothing. The flame of his
life is lit as he enters the one and extinguished as he
leaves the other. Can it be so with the soul? If not,
what becomes of it?
Many have been the replies which philosophers have
given to this poignant. problem. In its essence that
given by theosophical initiates of all times is the same.
It is in accord with universal feeling and the. innefr spirit
of religions. Ths latter has expressed the truth only unde*

DUXBURY.
superstitious or symbolical forms. The esoteric doctrine
opens up far wider perspectives; its affirmations are
strictly related to the laws of universal evolution. This
is what initiates, instructed by tradition and by the
many experiences of psychic life, have said to man:
That which is restless in thyself, which thou callest thy
soul, is an ethereal double of the body which contains in
itself an immortal spirit. The spirit builds and forms
for itself, by its own activity, its spiritual body. Pytha
goras calls it “the subtle chariot of the soul,” because
it is destined to remove it from earth after death. This
spiritual body is the organ of the spirit, its sensitive
envelope and instrument of volition; it serves to animate
the body’’, which would otherwise remain inert. In appari
tions of the dying or the dead this double becomes visible,
under circumstances, however, which always presuppose a
special nervous condition of the seer. The degree cl
fineness, power and perfection of the spiritual body varies
according to the quality of the spirit which it contains,
and between the substance of souls woven in the astral
light, though impregnated with the imponderable fluids
of earth and heaven, there are more numerous distinc
tions, greater differences than between all earthly bodies
and all states of ponderable matter. This astral body,
though far finer and more perfect than the earthly one,
is not immortal, as is the monad which it contains. It
changes and becomes purified according to its different
environments. The spirit is perpetually moulding and
transforming it into its own image; it never leaves it,
however, though it unrobes itself of it by degrees; it is
continually clothing itself with more ethereal substances.
This was the teaching of Pythagoras, who could not con
ceive of 'abstract spiritual entity, the formless monad.
Spirit in itself, whether in the far-away sky or on earth,
must have an organ; that organ is the living soul,
whether bestial or sublime, obscure or radiant, retain
ing, however, the human form, the image of God.
What happens at death? When the final hour ap
proaches, the soul generally has a presentiment of its
coming separation from the body. It sees over again
its earthly existence in abridged scenes succeeding one
another and of startling clearness. When the exhausted
life stops in the brain, the soul becomes perplexed and
altogether loses consciousness. If it- is holy and pure, its
spiritual senses have already been aroused by gradual
detachment from matter. Before dying, in some way or
other if only by the introspection of its own state, it
has already felt the presence of another world. Beneath
the silent, distant appeals, the vague beams of the
invisible, earth has already lost its consistence, and when
the soul finally leave the cold corpse, rejoicing in its
deliverance, it feels itself carried away into a glorious
light, towards the spiritual family to which it belongs.
It is not so, however, with the ordinary man, whose
life has been divided between material instincts and
higher aspirations. He awakes in a state of semi-con
sciousness, as though in the torpor of a nightmare. No
longer has he an arm to stretch forth or a voice to cry
out with; still he remembers and suffers, existing, as he
does, in a limbus of darkness and terror. All that he
sees is the body from which he is detached, but for
which he still feels an invincible attraction. It was for
it that he lived; and now, what is it? In terror he
looks for himself in the icy fibres of his brain, in the
stagnant blood of his veins, and no longer finds himself.
Is he dead or living? He would like to see, to hold on
to something, but he cannot see, he can take hold of
nothing. Darkness is all around, chaos within. He sees
only one thing, and this thing attracts and terrifies him
at the same time, the sinister phosphorescence of his own
earthly tenement; and the nightmare recommences.
This state may.be prolonged for months or years. Its
duration depends on the strength of the material
instincts of the soul. Still, good or evil, infernal or
celestial, this soul will gradually become conscious of itself
and of its new condition. Once free from its body, it
will escape into the abysses of the terrestrial atmos
phere, whose electric streams carrying it here and there,
and whose many-shaped inhabitants, wandering about,
more or less like itself, it is beginning to perceive, like
fugitive flashes in a thick mist. Then there begins a
desperate, vertiginous struggle on the part of the soul,
which is still dull and heavy, to rise into the upper
Strata of the air, to free itself from earthly attraction,
and reach, in the heaven of our planetary system, the
region proper to it and which friendly guides alone
can show it. But before this can take place, a long
period must often intervene.
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CLAIRVOYANCE AND THE ZANCIGS.

“SPIRITUALISM AND CRIMINOLOGY.”

By Fkwota R. Soatcherd.

In the “Referee” of May 2nd, the Rev. G. Vale Owen
has an article entitled as above, in response to the question.-,
frequently asked, “If spirit communication be a fact, why
do not the communicating spirits help us to discover
criminals?”
This query reminds one of the axiom that
.in order to be exactly answered a question must first be
exactly asked. Now, is it in order for anybody to put that
question as given ? Why should we expect a spirit to under
take work quite outside his sphere of activity, and peculiar
to our own ? No real reason can be stated. On the con
trary, as a spirit belongs to the spiritual universe his duties
are obviously related to the spiritual order, remote from the
criminal regions of a material realm. This is an elementary
view, in itself conclusive enough; but the higher view of
the spirit world, which need not be indicated here, reduces
the naive query to an absurdity.
Mr. Owen tells true psychic stories that illustrate in the
concrete how, as an exceptional proceeding, a spirit may
take a hand in the discovery of crime and conviction of the
criminal. Every feature of the illustration points to the
particularity of the case and the exceptionality of the spirit
action in it. With regard to the first case, in which Dr.
Abraham Wallace was by spirit communicators not per
mitted to use the evidence he had accumulated, this was be
cause it would probably have led to conviction of the
criminal. In the second case the action of the spirit-boy
who had been murdered was limited to a dumb indication
of the place where his body had been buried. The murderer
was convicted by his own confession, induced after the usual
mundane manner. As regards the third instance, the evi
dence was again solely that of the “apparition” of the
murdered man, and it was considered to be inconclusive,
a verdict of '’“Not Guilty” being returned—-very properly,
as Mr. Owen remarks, whose fourth story is of a warning
received through planchette from a deceased sister, advis
ing a man what to do with respect to a new account, which
within a month let him in for a loss of thirty or forty pounds,
the advice having been disregarded.
Turning to the more interior aspect of the matter, Mr.
Owen remarks that there is an explanation “why these
revelations involving the death of the murderer in one case
and nearly so in the other, were permitted,” and that “it
centres round the fact of the sacredness of free-will, even
when wrongly used, a law which obtains on both sides of the
Veil.
As aforesaid, the general rule is to withhold in
criminating information.” The following excerpt from Mr.
Owen’s article is illuminative:—
Where there is some good purpose to be served, how
ever, the case is different. A short time ago American
newspapers published an account of the way in which the
perpetrator of the “Jack the Ripper” murders was dis
covered by psychic means. I have had the account
from the psychic himself. The whole story has not been
told, and will not be told during his life-time.
What
matters is that the murders suddenly ceased, and have
not since been renewed.
The murderer was a medical
man of the highest standing. He was apprehended,
found to be insane, and placed in a suitable institution.
It is in such cases, where an adequate motive subsists,
that spiritual help.is usually given.
W. B. P.

What really interested me first in the Zancigs was the
following fact.
I was one of a party, including W. T. Stead and A. P.
Sinnett. then a Theosophist, who met in a box at the
Alhambra to witness, and report on, the performance of the
Zancigs.
The lights had been lowered for the previous “ turn.”
Something was defective in the lighting, and our box was
still in obscurity when Mr. Zancig shot in and hurriedly
demanded some articles. We were taken by surprise. At
last Mr. Sinnett produced a cheque or note. Mr. Zancig is
shortsighted. Even in good light it would have been difficult
for him to read the details. Mrs. Zancig blindfolded on
the stage, began writing figures on the slate.
“ That beats me,” exclaimed Mr. Zancig, “ how is it
done? She has got them before I knew what they were,”
and lie read them with great difficulty in the dim light.
“ Easily explained,” I interrupted. “ She has read them
from Mr. Sinnett’s mind.”
“ No. indeed, she has not! ” said Mr. Sinnett. “ It is one
of a series, and I do not know anything about the ones I
produced or any of the others.”
This caused me to watch Mrs. Zancig very Carefully, and
the conclusion was unavoidable, that in addition to the
power of thought-reading Mrs. Zancig possessed the gift of
lucidity or clairvoyance to an unusual degree, for it was as
unerring, as tha t “of the strange being known as Prof-. Bert
Reese, when he was dealing with documents in closed
drawers.
I pointed this out to Mr. Zancig and he admitted the.
facts but would„not concede any explanation which tended
to the acceptance of the Spiritualistic hypothesis.
I have been led to set down the foregoing by reason of
the fact that I have just heard that Mr. Zancig has, after a
close and impartial examination of the facts of Spiritualism,
attained complete- conviction of its truth, the process being
aided by a clinching test. It seems that before his first wife
Agnes passed away it was agreed that whoever “ crossed the
Border ” first should return and communicate through a
medium, the test-message being “ We shall meet again,” or,
in Danish, “Vi skaL mode igen.” I understand that, in
fact, these were the last words spoken by Mrs. Agnes
Zancig. Mr. Zancig received this test-message through a
medium, and is now, I gather, fully convinced. He should
now be able to understand how it is that his first wife Was
able to give particulars of articles shown to him before he
himself recognised what they were;
THE “LAYING” OF EARTH-BOUND SPIRITS.

There are many stories in Wales of haunting spirits
which, having been “laid” by the intense gaze of those
skilled in. such matters, disappear, leaving behind them a
little dust, which is generally buried. It is said that
after this operation the spirit does not re-appear for .some
time. . . This “laying” of a spirit is almost, always done
by the eye. and only some gifted individuals are able- to
perform the feat. Now supposing an earth-tending spirit
to have covered itself in a partially material wrapping,
the envelope, according to the statements of the seers, is
held over its form by a kind of magnetic attraction
possessed by the spirit. To dissolve the union between the
spirit body and the semi-material polarised to it, as steel
.filings to a magnet, a contrary magnetism is required, and
this is supplied by the mesmeric power of some person in
the body. The “shooting” may act as a decomposing
power by changing all the atmospheric conditions about
the earth-covered spirit, by which operation all the ad
hering particles are detached, and precipitated. On the
supposition that the laying of these ghosts has consisted
in detaching earthly particles from the spiritual form,
there is no reason why the process of attraction and assimi
lation should not begin again, and a visible husk he
assumed as before. This would account for the temporary
disappearance of the spirits, and their re-intrusion again
after a time in their old haunts. In the case of “laying”
by religious rites, which are very well attested, I imagine
the process' to be moral rather than physical, and to con
sist of an effect on the feelings of the spirit, by which it
is induced.to direct its thoughts into higher regions, and
so to lay aside its earthly investiture. All persons who
believe in communication with spirits say that one of the
strongest motives that unhappy spirits have for seeking
the living, is to obtain the aid of their prayers. Our own
experience has strongly confirmed this. A case of this
kind was that of the poor carpenter, and I was then told
that to him the higher spirits who would lead him in an
heavenward direction were scarcely perceptible: he had
known nothing while he was here of a state like theirs,
and was unprepared to enter into it when, he left this
worldand as similarity of state in the spirit constitutes
nearness, he was far removed from his guides, who were
able to approach him only through the intervention of one
in the body, with whom he was in a kind of rapport, and
whose assertions he believed.
—From “From Matter to Spirit,” by 0. D.

THE B.S.L.U. ANNUAL CONFERENCE.

There was a well-attended meeting at the Annual Con
ference of the British Spiritualists’ Lyceum Union at Dews
bury on May 22nd and 23rd. It was stated that 13 addi
tional lyceums had been formed during 1925, and that the
total had now grown to an aggregate of 286. In the course
of his farewell address, the retiring President, Mr. G. A.
Mack, deplored the relatively small amount of work they
were able to do in the movement, compared to the quantity
they would like to do, but realised that it is possible for a
movement to grow too quickly and acquire the characteristics
of the mushroom, rather than the more desirable features of
the slower-growing oak. The civic welcome given to
members of the previous conference was a striking contrast
to the kind of greeting accorded to the pioneers of the
movement, who faced a welcome of painfully different
character. He referred in a warm manner to the great
work of Andrew Jackson Davis, to whose labours their
deepest gratitude was due, and asked the B.S.L.U. to give
every possible assistance to the speaker’s successor in the
office of president.
Light is asked to state that the Psychosensic Correspon
dence Training Centre is an entirely distinct body from the
Marylebone Spiritualist Association, as some confusion on
this point has arisen by reason of the founder of the training
centre, Mr. F. Brittain, being also a member of the Council
of the M.S.A.
Mb. Harry Price, who has lately returned from a tour
in Austria, had some sittings there with several well-known
mediums, and lectured on the mediumship of “ Margery ”
(Mrs. Crandon), with lantern illustrations, at Vienna Uni
versity and afterwards at the Wiener Parapsychiches
Inatitut.

HOUDINI'S WAY.
Perhaps this is well enough known to readers of Light,
Some of whom may think that his name should riot be men
tioned here without a word of apology. Mr. T, A. Bcott,
Editor of “ The Banner of Life ” (of whose convalescence we
are glad to learn) has a smile-raising editorial from which
an excerpt or two may in a small way furthor contribute to
the gaiety of nations. It seems that a writer in an American
newspaper, quoting Woodrow Wilson in the campaign pre
ceding his election, said that Mr. Wilson frequently
remarked, as much in earnest as in jest, “ If you see it in
the newspapers it isn’t so.” The iokps about American
reporters are now so well known that the type is rather
stale. The application relates to reports concerning Houdini
fry two newspapers. One of them said: “Harry Houdini
and J. Malcolm Bird passed the lie to each other in a verbal
battle which centred about Mrs. ‘ Margery 1 Crandon ! What
Mr. Bird really said appears in Mrs. Goetz’s report. The
lie passing was all one-sided.” The other paper said: —
« Houdini had been scheduled to speak at a large up-State
gathering, . . . but upon being informed that a mass meet
ing of his antagonists was to be held, made a speedy return
to the city to combat their arguments.” Again the
“ Banner ’’ readers are referred to the report of Mrs. Goetz
for the truth of the matter.
Mr. Scott remarks that if he had to make an accusation
against Houdini he would never accuse him of telling the
truth when it lias anything to do with Spiritualism. As
regards the members of the “ Scientific American ” Com
mittee, it is remarkable that Houdini was the only one who
alleged fraud. Mr. Scott continues: —
Houdini poses as the “ exposer ” of the Margery
mediumship. Who was exposed when Walter, controlling
the medium, accused Houdini in profanely forceful
language, of putting the carpenter’s rule in the box?
Who was exposed when at a seance at which Houdini
was present, Walter instructed one of the sitters to
examine the bell box in the light and as a result of that
examination a piece of rubber was found wedged under
the flapper?
When I read of Houdini calling people liars (he once
complimented “ The Banner ” by saying that it should
be called “ The Banner of Lies ”), I think of the pick
pocket who being pursued by a mob shouting, “ Stop
thief,” started shouting “ Stop thief ” himself, and,
having gathered a fresh crowd about him, slipped off
through a side street.
In his tirade, Houdini charged Mr. Bird with dis
loyalty to “ The Scientific. American,” and he accused both
Mr. Bird and Dr. Carrington of being “ Margery’s ” con
federates, saying that when they were not in the room
no phenomena occurred.
As to the charge of disloyalty, the peculiar ethics of
Houdini apparently demand, as a duty to his employer,
that Mr. Bird should render a decision adverse to the
mediumship, thereby protecting the 2,500 dollars.
That Mr. Bird should put devotion to truth .and loyalty
to his own manhood above all other considerations,
Houdini -can in nd wise understand.
The “ Banner)” editorial concludes with a brief sum
ming-up of the situation, pointing out that on one side there
ia “ a blatant mountebank who because of his unquestioned
ability as a deceptionist sets himself up as the supreme
authority on matters psychical ”; on the other side is “a
group of trained observers supplemented by a larger group
of clergymen, doctors, lawyers, educators, journalists, in
short the intelligentsia, all of whom are convinced of the
supernormal character of the manifestations.”
As. a pendant to the “Banner” article the following
excerpt may be added from a recent number of the “Inter
national Psychic Gazette',” as quoted in the former
paper:—
One Sunday morning, at the last Lily Dale Conven
tion, after divine service in the auditorium Maggie
Waite, the medium, Was giving spirit messages from the
platform. She pointed to a stranger in the audience and.
said: “Many years ago you parted from a friend named
Robert Stevenson, who was leaving for South America.
You both agreed that whichever died first should come
back at the earliest opportunity and give these passwords:
‘In hoc siff.no vinces.’ If I am not correct will* you rise
and tell this audience so?” Apparently stunned for a
few moments, the man finally said, “You are correct.”
Then Maggie. Waite continued, “You are Houdini’s spy.
The fifty-dollar bill with which you paid your room rent
was given you by Houdini; he is your second cousin. If
I am not correct will you rise and tell this audience so?”
The audience rose instead, and amid great commotion the
man sneaked out from the meeting and from. Lily Dale
itself I How Latin is not at all in Maggie Waite’s
vocabulary.
.
A Thought fob the Times.—A meteor, shaking from its
horrid hair all sorts of evils and disasters, may, by and by,
take its place in the clear upper sky, and blend its light
with all our day.—Emerson.

THE GREAT STRIKE AS VIEWED FROM THE
SPHERES.
By

R. II. Saunders.

I had made arrangements for a sitting with Mrs. Blanche
Cooper, the Direct Voice Medium, ana it so happened it
coincided with the first day of the General Strike. I took
.. °Plfortunity of asking the manifesting spirit if the
strike would continue long, and received the following
reply: —
In the sense that you regard time, no, but in the
sense of the misery it gives rise to, yes. At the best of
times we find it difficult to impress humanity for good,
but when the angry passions of men are aroused it is
doubly so; they are surrounded with intense vibrations
which firo difficult to pfiucybro/te. Why this apparently wide
latitude is given to evil forces on earth can only be under
stood when you get here. In the spheres freedom is con
strued to its utmost limits. You can work or idle, as you
like. No compulsion exists—no one is forced to work, but
when the spirit recognises that progress is only possible
with effort/'and particularly service of some sort, all,
ultimately, find happiness in doing something for others.
It would surprise you to find spirits, who bore great names
on earth, engaged in what at first blush would appear
drudgery. It is not so to them, it is service, and they
find great happiness in the work.
I have just come from the mining centres and I have
been down the mines, and seen what much distresses us.
We regard cruelty to the helpless as a serious matter, be
it children, adults or animals, and I find- provision has not
been made to deal with all the poor pit ponies. They will
need attention during the trouble, and in some cases we
have been able to impress a few susceptible to our influence
to see to this, but there are cases where the atmosphere
of brutality prevents our reaching the mind. There is a
word you use for expressing ultra badness—devilish. We
have no devils here, nor, excepting those sent over from
earth, in any sphere. But even to these the time comes
when remorse awakens, and they endure much mental
anguish before the purified soul ascends.
Dp you know when a settlement will be reached?
There are those here who could tell you, undoubtedly,
I cannot. My work, and that of those near me, is to
focus the desire of the Spirit World for peace upon those
responsible, and who may be receptive to our impres
sions, and they will influence others. It will not be long
before tranquillity comes, but the precise moment is known
only to those Higher Spirits who are directing our efforts.

SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY SERVICES.
Miss Marion J. Carpenter, of 21, George Street, Baker
Street, W.l, the Hon. Secretary of the Spiritualist Com
munity Services, writes: —
It has come to my knowledge that at the May Meetings
of the London District Council, S.N.U., at South Place
Chapel, oh 20th inst., Mr. H. Boddington stated that a
propaganda meeting arranged by another Spiritualist body
held at the People’s Palace resulted in a financial loss of
£30. As the Spiritualist Community is the only Spiritualistic
body that has held a Propaganda Meeting at that building/
it obviously refers to us. This is incorrect, as you will see
by the March and April Community Leaflets in which the
amounts of gifts received are acknowledged; indeed, the
response to our appeal was so unanimous that we received
£9 more than the amount required. I may add that the
meeting was entirely free and no collection was made. I
shall be grateful if you will kindly publish this letter, as such
an incorrect statement might be detrimental to the Com
munity.
[Mr. Boddington, to whom jye have shown this letter,
asks us to say that he referred not to loss, but to cost; also
that Mr. Barbanell, Vice-President of the L.D.C., had
organised a similar meeting at the People’s Palace prior to
that of the Community Service.—Ed.]
THE DISTRIBUTION OF “LIGHT.”
Miss H. A. Dallas writes:—
Some weeks ago I asked if some readers of Light would
Pass op their copies to persons who I know could net
afford to subscribe. I received many kind responses.
One of those who has benefited, a lady in Australia,
writes—
, “Thank you very much for all the Lights that someone
is most kindly sending me.
It is most kind, and I ani
more than grateful, for I do love the paper and read it front
cover to cover and then pass it on to a friend who enjcyS
it as much as I do.’l
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(Tfcr Fditor dots not necessarily identify himself with
the opinions rrprrsscd by correspondents.)

“A CHANGE OF NAME.”
Sir, -1 quite agree tluit Spiritualism has now reached
the stage when it deserves a more suitable name, but as it
must take a definite standing as a religion, I do not think
the suggested “Psychic Knowledge’’ goes far enough. There
is Christian Science, there is Mental Science, and I think
this vast Science of Spirit cannot have a more appropriate
name than “Life Science,” for does it not help us to under
stand the forces which go to make up life and teach us,
step by step, to realise that we, of earth, ate but training
in the elementary school of spirit.
1 have been teaching an ever-growing circle foi' about
two years this Life Science, and have drawn in many who
shrink from the word Spiritualism, which, in the minds of
many, is still symbolical of fraud and evil.—Yours, etc.,

“Wentworth,”
Pennington Cross,
Lymington, Hants.

Ruby Fortt.

THE S.P.R. AND ITS WORK.
Sir,—-Surely Sir Arthur Conan Doyle cannot have been
correctly reported in the “Post” ? I find it difficult to be
lieve that he said that he had hardly ever known a time
when the Society for Psychical Research helped truth.
Those who, like myself, have belonged,to this Society
for upwards of a quarter of a century can affirm that it has
been in large measure due to the help they have received
from the publications of the S.P.R. and from members of
its Council that they have been able to reach established
“Convictions as to the' main facts of Spiritualism.
I would like to express my gratitude foi* this help from
pioneers in an obscure field of research.—Yours, etc.,
H. A. Dallas.
Innisfail,
Crawley, Sussex.

“THE ANALYTICAL SADDUCEES.”
Sir,—I was pained to read your acid, remarks in last
week’s number of Light concerning the analytical Sadducees.
Surely there is room for congratulation in the successful
coinage and launching forth of two such blessed and truly
Mesopotamian words as “prosopopesis” and “metagnomy” ?
Think of the joy with which the hearts of many highly re
spectable old ladies of both sexes will welcome them! Be
sides, you forget that if these gentlemen are to succeed in
their object, viz., the creation of a science free from
“mysticism” and “superstition,” it will'-not only be neces
sary to annex all the facts with which those crude and naive
fellows, the Spiritualists, have for so many years battled,
but it will also be desirable to manufacture a brand-new and
imposing terminology. Then will the new science start
on a successful career, with facts, terminology, and hypo
theses, the latter all guaranteed to be free from any taint
of. Spiritualism and obscurantism.
You see the “spirit
hypothesis” has many fatal defects: it is (1) crude; (2)
naive; (3) “simpliste” (good word that)-, (4) premature;
(5) it isn’t true. The last is, of course, the major premiss
of all really sound metapsychism, but it is. never stated
bluntly, as it might sound dogmatic- or question-begging.
Numbers 1, 2, and' 3. are really just as good when stated
with an air of conviction. As for No. 4, I can highly recom
mend it.
It is destined to have a long and successful
career.
It contains great potentialities.
One imagines
a long vista of metapsychic congresses, stretching away
into the; future, at which learned papers will be read by en
thusiastic Sadducees, showing that the spirit hypothesis
Always{was, is now, and ever shall be “premature.” Thus
Will the continued existence of the science be duly safe
guarded. The true nyetapsychist has my sincere sympathy,
for every now and then there comes along some dis
tinguished student like Sir Oliver Lodge, or Dr. Bozzano.,
who actually reaches a conclusion, and openly states iti
But 1 doubt whether these gentlemen have the interests of
the “science” really at heart. Possibly they may even feel
satisfaction that the spirit hypothesis is the soundest? No
one is perfect. Meanwhile let us extend our good humour
and sympathy to the professors of intellectual gymnastics;
I t amuses them —and it doesn’t hurt us.—Yours, etc.,
F. Stephens.
31, Rue de Vorneuil, Paris, VII.,
May 22nd, 1926.
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MR. HARRY PRICE AND DR. LAMONI).
Sin, My attention has been called to an article in the
“British Journal of Psychical Research,” entitled “A Plea
for Accuracy,” in which several severe stridbures are passed
on me regarding an account of a psychic photograph which
was taken at Crewe by Mr. William Hope, and which ap
peared in the columns of “The Christian Spiritualist” on
April 7th, 1926;
In that article I attributed to Mr. Harry Price the
authorship of the book, “Margery,” which Mr. Price dis
claims. I at once tenuer to him my apology for my error;
With regard to the Stella C. experiments., Mr. Price states
in his article, “I have never sent any Stella report to the
Press,” but on page 25 of his own journal, in which this
article appears, we read in a'footnote: Stella C.
An
account of some original experiments in Psychical Re
search..
By Harry Price. London. (Hurst and Blackett;
1925, 3/6 net). See also “Journal of the American S.P.R. ”
May. 1924. When I alleged that Mr. Price had sent the
result of his investigations with Stella C. to the Press, [
meant that these investigations were available for public
comment in the same way as his report on the result of
liis interview with Mr. Hope.
As to his criticism of the statement contained in my
article that the plates never left my hand until the negative
was developed in the dark room, I could not help exclaiming; with Hamlet, “We must speak by the card or equivo
cation will undo us.”
The plates could not have been in
my hand whilst the photograph was being taken. Mr. Price
has scored.
“A hit, a palpable hit.” The sentence is
clearly defective.
We come to the last count, and apart from that I would
not have troubled you. Mr Prices writes:—-■
“Dr. Lamond received his ‘conclusive proof’ of the
genuineness of the ‘Extra’ he received because of the
fact that Hope charged only 4s. 9d. per dozen for the
prints. Dr. Lamond bought a gross of them for £2 17s.
Dr. Lamond (because he knows so ’little about photo
graphy) thinks this is cheap.”
And then Mr. Price goes oh to proVe that, “If Hopp
purchased his papers retail he would make, at least, 45s.
o-ut of the doctor’s visit.”
I now reproduce the exact words of my article bearing
upon this transaction.
“I. come to my conclusive proof. As I was about to de
part, I naturally asked what a dozen of these photographs
would cost.
“ ‘ Four and ninepence,’ was the reply.
Twelve times
four and ninepence was two pounds seventeen: and I got
out my cheque book, for I had been on the road more than
ten days, and to travel without ready money is at times a
trifle awkward. ‘Four and ninepence for the dozen,’ said
Mr. Hope. ‘Four and ninepence for the dozen I’ I exclaimed,
looking at this man in bewildered astonishment. ‘Yes,’ he
said quietly, ‘we are not out to make, money in this'matter.
All we wish to do is to give bereaved folk a bit of comfort.’
And it is for four and ninepence a dozen that Mr. Hope
‘fakes’ psychic photographs.”
Where in the above narrative do I state that I bought a
gross, that is; one hundred and forty-four psychic phoeographs?
Surely, if language means anything .at all, I
state that the negotiation took place over the purchase of
a dozen photographs. It was incredible to me that a dozen
of what I regard as genuine psychic photographs was to
cost me only 4s. 9d.; and hence I fan over in my mind what
twelve photographs would cost at 4s. 9d. each. Twelve times
4s. 9d. was two pounds seventeen shillings, and I would have
paid that sum cheerfully. ‘ But when Mr. Hope persisted
that the dozen photographs were to cost only 4s. 9d. I looked
at him as I state in my narrative, in “bewildered astonish
ment.” Is it the custom for all Mr. Hope’s clients to pur
chase their psychic photographs by the gross?
Mr. Price may reply that he understands from the sent
ence in the narrative: “Twelve times 4s. 9d. was two pounds
seventeen, ” that I bought a gross. But that only shows how
easy it is for one writer to misconceive the statements of
another.
He concludes his strictures in these terms: “Hope’s
charges are all right (assuming the ‘extra’ to be genuine),
but it is the doctor’s arguments that are all wrong.1
' With all deference to Mr. Price, I still submit that my
argument has considerable force.
No man would ‘fake’
psychic photographs and sell them at 4s. 9d. per dozen.
The game would not be worth the candle.
And hence Mr. Price, in his article, “A Plea for
Accuracy,” has himself published to the world two serious
misstatements: (1) That in my visit to Ore we I bought a
gross of psychic photographs whereas I only bought a
dozen (are we to regard this as a gross mistake ?1; and (2)
that Mr. Hope made a. profit of £2 5s. out of my visit, when
Mr Hope made no: such profit; and I ought to know.
I wifi certainly endeavour in future to put in practice
Mr. Price’s counsel to be more accurate in my statements,
and I trust that he also will practise his own preaching and
lie more accurate as to his facts; and hence this little in
cident will not be without profit either for him or for me.
—Yours, etc.,
John Lamond.
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“UNKNOWN FORGES AT SEANCES:
SPIRITS?”
We borrow our title from the heading of an article
in the “Daily News” of May 21st, in which the special
correspondent of that journal completes his description
of the “strange happenings” he witnessed in connec
tion with the mediumship of Rudi Schneider; an
allusion was .made to the matter in our “Lighthouse”
column last week. The “Daily News” correspondent,
who finds the phenomena themselves of a • baffling
character and not easily to be accounted for by any
ordinary explanation, seems to be satisfied on one
point at least:—
All that it seems possible to say with any
certainty is that there is no intellectual necessity to
accept the explanation offered with so much energy
by the Spiritualists.

And he proceeds to point out in regard to the
“seemingly human hand belonging to no one in the
room” that “there is no need to jump to the con
clusion that it is the hand of a ‘spirit’—that is to say
part of the etheric body of some dead person.” Cer
tainly not. There is no need to “jump to conclusions”
of any kind whether in regard to psychic manifesta
tions or to explanations of them. .
Some of us have reached our own very definite con
clusions only after many years of study and experience.
We have arrived not Only at the conviction that spirits
are realities, but that it is possible to be on such human
terms with them as to accept them as friends and
companions, their identities Being so strongly marked
and their behaviour so entirely .consistent with their
claim that they are at least as real existences as our
selves.
Still, after so many years of scientific
materialism and “higher criticism” amongst our
theological guides we cheerfully admit that to ask
people to accept the existence of spirits is a very
“large order.” Nevertheless, after many years’ work
in the face of an infinite amount of ignorant abuse
and malignant opposition we have at least arrived at
the point when the public at large is beginning to accept
the reality of psychic phenomena. That is a great step
forward and we are properly grateful. There was a
real “intellectual necessity” for admitting the truth
of the manifestations, for the testimony was not only
supported by a great body of witnesses, some of them
of high standing in the learned world, but was a matter
which was open to the investigation of anyone who
took the trouble. Thousands made the discovery for
themselves in the privacy of their Own home circles.
As to the question of spirit agency behind the
phenomena, let us take a single instance typical of
many, and one concerning which we are able io speak
from personal knowledge.
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One of the very finest mediums in Spiritualism was
the late Mrs. Thomas Everitt. She was not a pro
fessional medium, being the wife of a gentleman of
independent means who took the greatest care of his
wife’s mediumship, so that to be admitted to her
circles was a great privilege, and in the ’eighties and
’nineties many famous people visited her home and
gained evidences abundantly convincing not only of
the reality of Spiritualistic manifestations but of the
existence of spirits. The spirits principally concerned
were indeed regarded as personal friends, and the
tokens they gave of their existence and of their interest
in the family were overwhelming. One of the spirit
group was a South Sea Islander called “Znippy,”
that being as near as the Everitts could get to the
name he gave. He came to the circle on the first
occasion as a boisterous youth, speaking no English
and talking in what to the Everitt circle was an un
known tongue. He was full of boyish tricks, but as
the years passed he sobered down, learned our
language, speaking it at first in the customary broken
fashion—“pidgin English”—but later attaining a com
plete command of English, which he spoke in such a
rich and cultured voice that John Ruskin declared it
-was a delight to hear him. The family followed his pro
gress with intense interest. Clairvoyants were there
who frequently saw him and marked his growth in
stature as he passed from boyhood to maturity. Often
he showed himself in materialised form. Those who
had the privilege of knowing “Znippy” regarded him
just as they would regard a friend in the material
world—he. was just as real, indeed a little more so, per
haps, for his individuality was more marked than is
the case with the average denizen of this world. He
was a frequent visitor and indeed was looked on as one
of the family circle. He was indeed a gentle and
helpful soul, and the longest words in scientific
psychical research could not have explained him away.
Now this is but one case out of many. We have
chosen it chiefly because it is one to which we can
testify from personal observation and experience as a
friend not only of Znippy but of the Everitt family.
There is no “intellectual necessity” for the “Daily
News” writer to accept the testimony which he says
is offered “with so much energy by the Spiritualists.”
'But there is„a strong intellectual necessity in the case
of those of *us who have had many years of such
experiences as we have described. The proofs to us
are coercive, and we accordingly believe in spirits in
spite of some of the clergy and the very scientific
psychical researchers. Experience teaches in a way that
theology and science and metaphysics can never do.
The “Daily News’-’ writer finds there are some rival
explanations of psychic phenomena. Quite naturally,
for not all such phenomena call for the explanation of
spirit agency, as some of the rugged old Spiritualists
of the early years of Spiritualism discovered. Similar
results may be produced by quite different causes, but
to rule out spirit agency entirely because some par
ticular phenomenon is apparently not produced by
spirits may be science but it is not sense. It means
that the theorists have not covered the whole field of
enquiry. The fact is—and we say it with a frankness
which we hope will not be misunderstood—certain
forms of psychic inquiry are very methodical and
thorough on the purely scientific side, and on the
human side" very superficial and fragmentary. There
is something about life which is sublimely indifferent
to formal logic and exact science. Indeed, to make
the term Science, i.e., Knowledge, cover only one
small department of existence and ignore the rest is
-------- ; We leave the intelligent reader to fill in the
missing word, which may be, mild or pungent according
to taste. Finally, we not only believe in spirits, we
are as well assured of their reality as of the reality of
those psychic scientists who make their own identity
the test and touchstone of all possible existence. Their
position is just a little Bit arrogant. Perhaps it is an
“intellectual necessity.” It is certainly not a reason
able one.
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In the course of his address at the celebration of the
centvnarv of Holy Trinity Church, Brighton, Sir Oliver
Lodge is reported ns saying:—
I he universe is far bigger than anything we have yet
imagined; and Divine patience must he sorely exercised
with our disputes, our dogmas and our excommunica
tions. . .
People at iarge are beginning to realise
something of this.
They are not hostile to religion;
amid much surviving narrowness ami superstitious ignor
ance the mass is out for reality, and will gladly hear ainone they think can express it.
They do want to know
something about Divine methods of working; they do
want to apprehend something of the destiny of man.

Science is beginning to tell them something. In the
face of scientific as well as ecclesiastical opposition, it is
beginning to tell them of certain truths and powers which
had been overlooked.
It is beginning to emphasise the
distinction between mind and brain, and to detect the
activity and survival of the one after damage or death
of the other. In detail these statements may be wrong;
thet are bound to be partial and incomplete. The ques
tion is whether they contain an element of permanent
Divine truth. I myself feel that the existence of a spiritual
world is established as a fact of experience, carrying
with it the truth of what has been and what for a time
may be legitimately called the supernatural. It may be
called the supernatural until our categories are enlarged
so as to include it in a more comprehensive view of
Nature.
•
*
•
*
An article in the “Methodist Times” entitled “Spirit
ualism,” thus begins:—
The new secretary of the Metropolitan Free Church
Federation (Rev. S. Horton) is striving to make the
Ministers’ Club into a stronger social bond between the
mem hers and to deepen their mutual interests. He has
therefore arranged a series of lunches, and secured as
speakers many outstanding personalities, in the religious
or sdcial world. The first of these was a luncheon at the
City Temple on April 28th, the guest being Sir A. Conan
Doyle, who brought with him Rev. G. Vale- Owen. Dr.
Norwood, in presiding, spoke of their common interest in
the survival of the soul after death, and maintained that
religion had never reached its zenith save when it had
given eternal life the dominant place in its faith.

«

•

•

•

At this lunch, the first of the series, Sir Arthur took the
opportunity to draw upon his thirty-eight years of earnest
research work into Spiritualism, and in the course of his ad
dress said it was important to remember that in Spiritualism
they were actually dealing with their loved ones: he had
both seen and conversed with the departed. This experi
ence had taken away all fear of death, all sense of loss—
“he had no more lost his son than if he had only gone to
Australia.”
.
»
*
•
•
The Rev. G. Vale Owen also spoke at the above 'meeting
of the Ministers’ Club, describing how,. step by step, he
came to believe in Spiritualism, and to become an advocate
of it. For half-an-hour questions were asked and answered.
*
*
■*
' *

I

The item following is from the “Yorkshire Post” (24th
ult .):—
The British Spiritualists’ Lyceum Union, which repre
sents the Sunday School section of the Spiritualist move
ment, held its 37th annual conference at Dewsbury over
the week-end, when close on 200 delegates' assembled from
all parts of the country. They were welcomed on Satur
day by Mr. J. Whittles, President of the Dewsbury Spirit
ualist Church, and received a civic welcome through the
Deputy Mayor,1 Aiderman W. H. Shaw. It was mentioned
that the Union has a membership of 16,945 scholars.
Mr. G. A. Mack (Runcorn), in his presidential address,
said the fact that the conference had for two years past
been accorded a civic welcome showed that the movement
was gradually being recognised as one that must take its
place in the life of the country.

*

*

*

*

“Collier’s National Weekly,” one of the leading maga
zines of the United States, contains an illustrated account
of the mediumship of “Margery” (Mrs. Crandon). The
article is humorously entitled) “The Witch of Beacon
Hill,” and Mr. John T, Flynn, the author, gives a graphic
account of the home of Mrs. Crandon at Beacon Hill,
Boston, and a description of her phenomena and the
various’ tests imposed, including the famous apparatus con
structed by Dr. Richardson to ensure that the voices heard
shall not be the voices of any of the sitters, of which
Light has already given an exhaustive account. One of
the illustrations is a picture of “Margery” herself holding
the cup presented by the British College of Psychics Science
as a testimonial to her for her heroic defence of the truth.

■t

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s “History of Spiritualism,”
which may be published before this note appears in print,
is likely to he in the nature of a magnum opun, bo ex
haustive is the account it gives of the career of the Spirit
ualist movement. The story commences with Swedenborg,
and follows the progress of the subject through many famous
exponents, including Edward Irving, Andrew Jackson Davis,
1). D. Home, and many others down to the present day.
With Sir Arthur’s book and such books as that of Mr. Camp
bell Holms’, “The Facts of Psychic Science and Philosophy/’
Spiritualism should now be pretty thoroughly “docu
mented.”
•
•
•
•
Our contributor Mr. B. M. Godsal sends us a cutting
from the “San Diego'Union,” containing a letter from him
in reply to an article in the “Forum” that was a mockery
of Spiritualistic phenomena, by Charlotte Perkins Gilman,
who declares that the term “spiritual body” is a “stark
paradox,” since “it appears that not only does the spirit
persist after death, but the body also.” The lady also pro
pounds afresh, as if it were a time-honoured riddle, the
question: “Where do ghosts get their clothes?”
From Mr Godsal’s indulgent reply we extract the follow
ing acute observation—
It may fairly be said that the seeming incongruity pre
sented by spiritual facts is the measure of the materiality
of the observing mind. For minds warped by materiality
give a comically distorted reflection of spiritual things—
just as a curved mirror makes ridiculous whatever it re
flects.
But in each case the comicality lies in the re
flection and not in the things reflected.

*

*

*

*

*

Under the heading “A Caldecote Worthy,” the “Cam
bridgeshire Weekly News” of May 15th gives ah appreciative
account of the life- of the late Samuel Henry Pitman, who is
described as a “white psychic.” He appeared to have pos
sessed not only unusual powers, but a singularly lovable
nature. He was able to tell the sex of a flower without
examination, of a chicken before it was hatched, of the sub
ject of a photograph placed face downwards. He could spell
out the name of a stranger, without apparently any clue
other than the intuitive. “Could you spell my Christian
name?” said a sceptic?, adding, “It is a very uncommon
one.” Pitman said the first letter was M, the second O,
the third K, finally spelling out the name McKinley.
Even his little property at Caldecote he bought by
psychic agency. Having seen an advertisement, he wrote
and received particulars.
He tested the letter as to
genuineness, and receiving an emphatic sign in the affirma
tive, unhesitatingly sent-a substantial deposit by post.
Pitman, unassuming as all “white” psychics are, was a
lovable personality, much respected by all who knew him.
Quite unbeknown to himself he was helping to usher in
the new era that is dawning.
#

•

*

♦

We have frequently been told of the curious fatalities
that follow the Career of people who maliciously persecute
mediums. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle has a reference to the
matter in his psychic novel, “The Land of Mist.”
In his
International Notes in the May issue of the “Journal of
the American Society for Psychical Research,” Mr. Harry
Price, the Research Officer of the American S.P.R., writes:—
“Kapitan J. Kogelnik, of Braunau-am-Inn, Austria, sends
me the following curious report (communicated by Professor
Dr. Walter, of Graz), which is taken from “Die Weisse
Fahne” (a German paper), of February 1st:—
The occultists of Graz are deeply impressed with t«e
strange occurrences which are happening there at the
present time. It is still fresh in the memory of the public
how, about two years ago, Frau Silbert, the well-known
medium, was attacked by various critics of her pheno
mena—attacks which, in our opinion, were reckless and
unjustified., And now we are witnessing, with increas
ing amazement, how Fate appears to play the r6le of
avenger, as all of Frau Silbert’s detractors, who have so
deeply injured this medium, have, one by one, been
visited by stern retribution.
The editor of the paper who launched-the attack is
now “economically ruined,” and had to leave Graz.
The second principal adversary died a few months ago.
The third, who had communicated false information
about Frau Silbert to the Press, has lost a very profitable
and respected position.
The fourth, who had been active in the famous “toy
torpedo” story, has been dogged by misfortune, and
already deeply regrets that he ever had anything to do
with this plot.
And at the time of writing, the hand of Fate has
grasped the fifth member of the famous “exposure,” who
has just gone bankrupt and has lost all his fortune.
“Kapitan Kogelnik assures me,” continues Mr. Price,
“that the above particulars are in the strictest accordance
with facts. I will not give the names of the unfortunate
persons (all of whom are mentioned in ‘Der Physikalische
Mediumismus’ recently published in Berlin), but the reader
will admit that this story ‘points a moral and adorns a tale”
which should not be lost on the carping critics.”

”

PFPYS AT THE MAY MEETINGS AND
ELSEWHERE,

Mftv 20th.' Thu day mj wife did carry mo to tho
Spiritualist Convention at South Place in Finsbury, I not
wishing to go, lull she being most insistent, 1 forebore to
oppose her and did agree to go, meaning to slip away un
observed m the crowd as soon as we are arrived. But
liord! when I had come to the convention, I am so amazed
that I am in no mind to leave, but did stay to tho end.
G. F. Berry did give a learned discourse upon the state
of the Spiritualist movement, which it seems has come to
the parting of the ways and must decide upon the attitude
towards other schools of doctrine, particularly the Church,
and did exhort his hearers to stand for “no compromise,’
which being said in a forceful manner I was carried away
with his enthusiasm and did cry “Hear, hear” (though,
Lord knows, I am in no case to take sides eitherway,
knowing next to nothing of the matter, and being but
moved by the speaker’s vehemence). But my wife is vexed
and says that I do make myself an exhibition. .
1 did mark with astonishment the rapt attention of
the faces around me; most of them do seem to be plain,
simple folk with a notable honesty of purpose, and they
did follow the address with approval until certain remarks
concerning Christianity, when I did hear cries of dissent
from one or two, who I gathered construed the remarks as
a belittling of Christianity, and, truth to tell, I myself
liked them not.
In the afternoon, I did take W. Hewer to the same
place to -hear clairvoyant descriptions by two ladies, I
having told him beforehand that he would be told of his
dead friends and relatives who stood around him, which
did put him in a sweat with fear and at first he would
have none of it. But I. to reassure him, did remind him
that f would be at his side the whole tifhe, which did not
seem-to comfort him, and he says it is ail devils- but at
last he did come, though much reluctant, and says he prays
that the clairvoyante will pass him by and give him no
descriptions whatever. But when he had sat for an hour,
and-did hear the lady describe for other sitters, and pass
him by, he said. “When will she come to me?” upon
which several sitting ne'ar said, “Hushl” And because the
medium did not give him a clairvoyant description he is
put into a rage.
In the evening, for. a short time, I did hear the address
of; H. Swaffer, who did speak ■’about the shortage of
mediums, most eloquent. I did feel much impressed by his
learned and incisive mode of speech, but $0 wonder if he
is, as melancholy as his face do suggest. But I must leave
early, as.I did promise my wife to attend the soiree at
Queensberry Place, where two ladies did play and sing
musick said to be composed under the influence of a great
cpmpos.er of musick. There were several pieces (my wife
did think too many) and whether the composer himself
did inspire them I cannot tell, but I did much like
“Memories,” which might well have come from tho world
beyond. And sO to bed.
D. N. G.

THE REALITY OF SPIRIT EXISTENCE.
^. A number of years ago Dr. Lydston wrote in the Chicago
papers of a patient who, although having no knowledge of
French or music, sang well the “ Marseillaise ” in French
when placed under the influence of an anaesthetics Dr.
Lydston, denying the continued existence of the ego, ex
plained this phenomenon as one of subliminal consciousness,
Or unconscious memory, comparing it with, the case of the
uneducated domestic, who, in delirium, recited classic Latin
as perfectly as her former employer, a Professor of Latin,
had done during his life.
1 I replied, in a newspaper article, that such phenomena
were, frequently met with in psychic research, and stated
that, despite the classification of materialistic scientists,
these cases clearly proved the posthumous existence of spirits
and their ability to communicate through mortals. I added
that if the truth were known about these two cases, we
would find that the man who sang French was a psychic
sensitive ahd had at the time been controlled by some out
side intelligence, while in all- probability the domestic who
repited; Latin was obsessed by the spirit of the former
professor. . .
In the study, of cases of “ Multiple Personalities,” “Dis
sociated Personalities,” or “ Disintegrated States of Con
sciousness,” modern psychologists disclaim the possibility of
foreign intelligences on the ground that tlieSe personalities
give neither evidence of supernormal knowledge nor as
being, of spiritistic origin. ■
x
Our experience, to the contrary, has proven that the
majority of these intelligences are oblivious of their tran
sition and lienee it does not enter their minds that they
are spirits, and they are loath to recognise the fact.
That such “ personalities ” are independent entities could
easily be proven, under proper conditions, by transference
of. the same io a psychic intermediary, as similar experim'wntH have so abundantly demonstrated.—From! “ Thirty
Years Among the Dead/’ by Carl A. Wickland, M.D.

REFLECTIONS.

RAYS AND

Ill tho course of a racy article on “Margery” and her
phenomena in “Collier’s National Weekly,” an amusing
story is told of the ready wit of “Walter,” the spirit
control. I t seems that on one occasion a group of scientists
were present at the seance and were having rather a noisy
disagreement.
“Walter” interposed with some rather
cutting remarks which prompted one of the philosophers to
say, sarcastically, “1 shall write a book which I shall call
‘The Wise Sayings of Walter.’ ”
Instantly “Walter”
retorted, imitating the pomposity of the speaker, “I, too,
shall write a book which I shall call ‘The Syncopated
Sittings of the Scintillating Scientists.’ ”

•

•

«

•

Mrs. Leaning’s interesting article, “Haunting Hands.”
in Light recently, received a curious illustration in the
description given in the “Daily News” of May 19th of a
seance at the house of Herr Schneider in Braunau-am-In,
Austria, when, amongst the other phenomena recorded,
there was the appearance of a tiny hand which picked up a
handkerchief and then disappeared. Talking’ of these
mysterious hands. one is reminded of the comic little
ghost story of a lady who, visiting a strange house, was
given a bedroom which had a decidedly uncanny atmos
phere. Awaking in the night with a feeling of terror, she
reached out for the matches in order to light a candle
when, to her amazement, the box of matches was obligingly
placed in her hand 1

*

*

*

»

It has often been remarked that the- Press—or some of
it—will pay marked attention to some particular item of
Spiritualistic news and entirely ignore another.
That is,
I think,, because the public has its own scale of values, which
is seldom that of the philosopher.
It is always interested
in things of a personal and human kind, and takes little
notice of abstract ideas. It loves sensation, after^lhe
fashion of the poet who sighed for a fife of sensations rather
.than of thoughts. Some moralists have lamented the fact
that the public values amusement far more than serious
study. It seems natural enough, however. Life for most
people is such a sad and serious business nowadays, that the
desire to get some distraction in the way of entertainment
hardly needs any explanation.

Nevertheless a good deal of the pleasure has a hollow
ring. The fun is forced, the mirth feverish and hysterical.
That has been noted as a sign of disease. But it may also
be a sign of health. Nature is always ready with a reaction
when any emotion is pushed too far—-whether it be happi
ness or misery. Life will always preserve its balance, what
ever men may attempt in the way of trying to upset it. If
life is tuned to one key more than to another it is .that of Joy.
At all our dirges and jeremiads something in Nature seems
to:smile mockingly. Let us wait a little and we shall find
all her stories have a happy ending.
*

<

•

•

A correspondent sends us the following little story which
bears touchingly on the problem of _ Freewill. Asked to
produce an essay on the question of God’s omnipotence, a
child wrote :—God can do just what He wants to do, except when He
wants you to'be good, and we don't want to be good; then
He can do nothing.
That is a terse statement of the position held by some on
the question of Freewill.
D. G.
Healing—Psychic, Mental anb Spiritual.—At the
Psycho-Therapeutic Society in Hartfield Road, Wimbledon,
Mr. .Stirling Campbell gave an interesting lecture on this
subject on Thursday, May 20th.
Briefly sketching the
various schools of Healing, he said there was a tendency for
the highly idealistic methodist to belittle the fine work done
by ..orthodox science, and also vice versa. Psychic healing
was not hew; it was as old as the human race. The orthodox
school concentrated, too much on the physical side of disease
and its treatment, and was not in harmony with the
spiritually evolving age. The discovery of the ether (now
thought to be the basis of all matter and force) and the
fact of -its interpenetration of all matter must (amongst
many other things) revolutionise the practice of medicine.
A psychic healer was one who could operate etheric energy
or substance passing through or arising in the human body,
which energy is the underlying stimulus of all physical and
biological action. ,Mr. Stirling Campbell said that lie himself was able to diagnose patients by means of the aura.
R A. B.

OUR

EMERGENCY

ISSUE.

During the General Strike we were only able to print
a single sh^et to represent the issue of Light for May 8th.
Only a hunted number could be issued to subscribers, and
fur the benefit of the many readers who did not see it,
we reproduce it on this and the following page: —
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Of course there are many arguments against survival
and in course of time one gets familiar with them all.
Long ago I began to see that the adverse arguments really
supported the case. If there were nothing to be urged
against Spiritualism, I should he very doubtful of its truth.
It would be like nothing else in Nature or in human life.
Mr. Edmunc1 Dawson Rogers once remarked that the argu
ments of some unbelievers could be summarised in the
words, “It can’t be, therefore it isn’t!” Well, there is no
answer to that. If a lunatic tells you that he is made of
glass you can’t prove to him that he is not. You cannot
answer him until he has recovered his sanity, and then it
would not be necessary.
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(The Editor .does not necessarily identify himself with the
opinions expressed by Correspondents.)

The Final Struggle.

In our leader this week we deal with the statement of
Prof. Bozzano regarding his attitude on the question of
human survival. By way of addendum to that article let
us say that we are to-day confronted with “animism,” an
attempt to reduce all the manifestations of the spiritual
nature in man to a purely physiological and mental basis;
and with “diabolism,” an attempt to assign all communi
cations from the unseen world to a satanic source. These
efforts to us represent the last dying kicks of the apposi
tion. The whole history of human progress is marked by
such attempts to resist the incoming of every new truth.
Spiritualism is a cosmic thing and a great fact in human
evolution, and we have no doubt as to the fate of all efforts
to arrest its course. In our school days we used to hear
an old classical riddle as to what would happen as a result
of the meeting of an irresistible force with an immovable
object. We know of no immovable object—but we do know
of jn irresistible force I

Io

I
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WINDOW.

“T. P.’s and Cassell’s Weekly,” of the 1st inst., gives
on its front page an excellent portrait of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, in connection with the announcement of his forth
coming “History of Spiritualism.” The journal says: —
That is good news for all of us, whether we are Spirit
ualists or not. . We shall now have the case for “pheno
mena” put lucidly and readably, and so be helped to
make up our minds about them, and we- shall see that
Spiritualism is, at once, a very ancient and a very modern
thing; but it can hardly be said to have been numbered
amongst our little systems” until -some time in the
nineteenth century.

SPIRITUALISM OR PSYCHIC) KNOWLEDGE.
Sir,—-I sympathise with yoftr scholarly correspondent
who deplores our wealth of jargon and scarcity of accurate
terms. I submit that our whole cause suffers from the
fact that the very word “Spiritualism” fails to convey
the standard we have reached or the platform upon which
we stand.
We can claim to have now attained to actual know
ledge. I use the word knowledge to denote both truth
revealed and truth ascertained.
Therefore the term
“Psychic Knowledge” represents the results of both
Revelation and Research.
By substituting “Psychic Knowledge” for the word
“Spiritualism,” we would be boldly claiming to hold and
be able to impart knowledge, and I believe this change
Would go far towards dispelling ignorant prejudice and
antagonism.
Our Church would naturally remain Spiritualist, as is
fitting, but it would seem advisable, at this stage, to
abandon the “ism” in favour of something more definite.
Your paper goes to the ends of the earth, and if you
will grant space to this suggestion, it will be interesting
to see what response it meets with.—Yours, etc.,V. V. Faeone.
56, Redcliffe Square, London, S.W’.IO.

A

CRY FROM

INDIA.

“The Witness of the Ancient,” by T. W. Vaswani,
published by Messrs. Ganesh & Co., Madras (Greater India
Series, No. 2) is a plea for the upliftment of the Hindu
masses, degraded, according to the author, by the caste
x system. He is evidently a believer in Swaraj, but there is
evidence of heart-searching as to whether the present
methods adopted are the best and only ones. He asks,
The article •goes on to
in the
• deal with
• some
- incidents
*
“Are we out for a campaign of hate ? Hate devitalises and
career
of-D.
D.
Home,
of
whom
a
portrait
s
given.
degenerates
into anarchy.”
,
“The Evening Standard” had a paragraph the other
The Hindu ideal, he says, is to-day trampled upon even
day on “A New Sin.” . It was amused at the dispute
in the Hindu temples; it is the'Ancient Wisdom and the
between Lord Hugh Cecil and Sir Oliver Lodge over the
very central point of that Wisdom is the doctrine of the
Atman the Self. Aryan India worshipped a vision of the
ethics of communion with the dead. Here is the “Stan
Inner Realm, the hidden forces of Atman—“the Spirit
dard’s”^. conclusion oh the subject: —
within the heart,” attainable only by self-control and seif
This discussion of. a sin which no man can say with
sacrifice, not the killing, but the. transformation of desire.
certainty that* he or anyone else has yet committed seems
Western civilisation is materialistic, it is simply initia
to add an unnecessary complication to life and ethics,
tion which means suppression. Its achievement is revolu
which most people agree are already far from simple as
tion, scientific, political and industrial. Mere science may
it is. Before we hang a man for murder, we are,
only work for criminal ends, and prove a destructive force;
humanly speaking, certain that the murder has been
the malady of Europe is a cult of domination, her passion
committed, if not by him at least by someone.
for freedom has degenerated into a lust for power;. Europe
Before we can reasonably charge a man with sin for
needs a moral code; in industrialism man is subordinated
chatting with his grandmother’s uncle or Napoleon, ox*
to the machine which creates much wealth, but also shows
praise him for so doing, we want to be humanly certain
fin appalling poverty. The West thinks of civilisation in
that the conversation has actually taken place.
terms of mechanical achievement, not the gospel of Jesus.
Once India was great and stood upon heights of culture
and civilisation, so that scholars came to it as to a. holy
land. The richest gift Aristotle asked of Alexander from
RAYS AND REFLECTIONS.
the East was to bring him back a wise man from India.
The Greek thinker Pyrrho got his wisdom from India;
A clerical writer in a Northern daily paper informs, us
the Pythagorean Brotherhood was regulated by the dis
that “no one doubts that there are extraordinary psychical
cipline of the Brahmxuical and Buddhist orders-. ‘ Hinduism
is not fetishism not polytheism, not idolatry. Images are
phenomena which are the legitimate objects of scientific
research, for they are real phenomena.” Now this., is a
symbols. The Nameless One may only be named by symbol.
A god defined is a God denied!
inost gratifying pronouncement, and I could only wish it
Were true in a literal as well as a rhetorical sense. But I
Krishna has deserted the temples. It is for the young
to bring him back. Western knowledge is good in its way,
could refer the writer of the statement to quite a num
but the nation’s youth needs a doctrine of sacrifice, a
ber of people who do not believe that they are extra
service of sacrifice to uplift the “outcastes,” more than a
ordinary psychical phenomena, and to many others who,
million of whom have joined the Christian Church.
while admitting there are these extraordinary phenomena,
Such is the philosophy of this Hindu writer, whose mind
are violently opposed to the idea that they are the legiti
is an interesting looking-glass in which we see ourselves as
mate objects Of scientific research. Still there is no doubt
others see us.
that we have progressed; the number of people who deny
Neagh
is getting fewer every week.
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(Continued.)
“AFTER MANY

DAYS.”

A statement by Prof. Bozzano which by the courtesy of
the Editor of the “Two Worlds” we were able to publish
in Light of April 24th (p. 198) is a matter not to be over
looked, especially as it has a bearing on the dispute between
official Psychical Research and Spiritualism as touching tho
Question of human survival. It seems thatiProf. Bozzano’s
isclaimer was provoked by the published statement that he
hesitated to say that he considered the spirit hypothesis
scientifically demonstrated. This it appears was a mistake,
probably arising out of the misunderstanding of his real
attitude. In his correction Prof. Bozzano makes liis true
position unmistakable, and it is well worth repeating: —
Though my opinions on the subject of the spirit
hypothesis have matured very slowly during the thirtyfive years of research (which research was commenced
without pre-conceived ideas of any kind), they have now
become irrevocably fixed, and can be expressed in the
following terms: —
That whoever (instead of becomng lost in useless
discussions) will undertake an earnest and vigorous study
of metapsychical phenomena, and will persevere for many
years, thus accumulating an immense number of facts,
and applying to them the methods of scientific research '
will infallibly end by being convinced that metapsychical
phenomena constitute an admirable chain of facts all
verging to one central point, which is the strictly
scientific demonstration of the existence and survival of
the soul or spirit.
That is my firm conviction, and I do not doubt that
time will prove that I am right.
In short, Prof. Bozzano has arrived at a conclusion that
to us is inevitable m the case of all investigators who
examine the subject long enough and are not impervious
to the logic of facts. Simple truth must always in the end
triumph, although in the meantime we have many illus
trations of the fact that some things are too plain to be
easily seen and too simple to be quickly understood.
Long since we divided the question into two parts:
(1) The reality of psychic'phenomena;. (2) The proof of
human survival: since for the intelligent investigator it
was clear that this was the natural sequence. We’ call the
first the minor proposition and the second the major pro
position, although a distinguished American researcher
told us that for him the major- proposition was the ques
tion of the. reality of psychic phenomena. So much depends
on the point of view!
The simple Spiritualist quite easily and quickly arrived
at the conviction that both were true, and he had reason.
It must be admitted that sometimes the evidences were
rather defective and we have occasionally felt that such
proofs as. had convinced some of the people we met wereso’ flimsy that they would not support so tremendous a
conclusion as "human survival. All the same, it was clear
that though his logic was at fault the simple believer had
arrived at the simple truth J
As to the scientific researchers, we were perfectly con
tent that they should explore every nook and cranny and
test everything to the uttermost and then test it all oyer
again With the greatest scrupulosity and the most touching
devotion to minute details. We were even content that
when the work had been done as thoroughly as their
scientific restrictions and prepossessions permitted they
should still decide against the spirit hypothesis, because
it was so clear that ^not one of them could fail to record
the verdict that the phenomena at least were genuine; and
this represented a great step. ” The process has been going
on for many years now, and the effect of these scientific
investigations is seen in the fact that to-day the reality of
the phenomena has passed beyo'nd the region of doubt. It
is becoming a commonplace of the world’s knowledge. Even
the advertising conjurer is beginning to find that the ques
tion no longer proyides him with the means of cheap* pub
licity. Ana in common fairness we must concede that it
was the- work of the sincere scientific psychical researcher
that brought about this result. Unaided by those exact
methods it is possible that the phenomena of Spiritualism
would have remained in very much the same position as
they were in at the beginning—facts to the relatively few,
who knew of them at first hand, but'matters of doubt and
dispute to all the rest of the world.
A small example of. the Way in which conviction is
brought about appears in the “Daily News” of the 23rd
ulto., in which the Special Correspondent of that journal
gives an account of a sitting with Stella C. at tlie National
Laboratory of Psychical Research. The article describes
the phenomena which took place, refers to the rigid nature
of tests imposed and to the fact that Mr. Harry Price, the
director of the Laboratory, is a critical and sceptical in
vestigator, and winds up With the conclusion that “it was
impossible, assuming that the conditions were as fraud-proof
as they appeared to be, to account normally for what hap

a, iWi

pened.” Reports like this represent for many the first ftop
of knowledge. It is a slow process but we are in no hurry,
having observed in Nature that all that is permanent is
produced very gradually. Nothing is of any lasting use to
the world unless it Iiab not only the sanction of revelation
and intuition but the assent of science. Theory must be
tested by practice. The foundations, in short, must be well
and truly laid. Along such a line of investigation com
plete assurance on the question of human survival of bodily
death must inevitably follow sooner or later. The facte
point to no other Conclusion and only thus can be satis
factorily explained. We who are able to write with com
plete assurance must be patient with those who, intellectu
ally brilliant but spiritually dull must needs lag by the
way and pick their steps painfully and laboriously.
Prof. Bozzano has spoken out, and his example will not
fail to influence others who at present remain obstinately
conservative, yielding their ground only inch by inch. It
is a stubborn fight. We admire the tenacity of the “last
ditchers” even if we cannot applaud their judgment.

(#nd of 'Emergency Issue.)

SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY SERVICES.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle addressed the congregation on
Sunday morning. He said that one of the difficulties to
the enquirer "was his desire for personal proof, yet people
who have never seen the rings round Saturn believe they
exist. Why, then, reject psychic phenomena to which great
scientists have testified, risking their reputations? Spirit
ualism being an advance on orthodox Christianity, Spirit
ualists must proclaim it bo the world. Bigotry is one of the
greatest of sins. The prophecies which have been received
during the last three years have been sent as a warning, to
end the terrible materialism that threatens to overwhelm
the world. Spiritualism will be the religion of the future;
on the one side the ethics of Christ, on the other, direct
communication. When the call came, let them be ready
to meet it.
M. J. Cs^O

REV. G. VALE OWEN AT EVERYMAN THEATRE.
The Everyman Theatre, Hampstead, was crowded in
every part on Sunday evening last when the Rev. G. Vale
Owen delivered an address under the auspices of the
Spiritualist Community, whose headquarters are at the
Grotrian Hall. It was. in the nature of a propaganda meet
ing, but the discourse was simple and deeply devotional.
A healing service was included.
Mrs. St. Clair Stobart, who presided, read the lessons
and added a few words about the purpose of the gathering.
Roughly their aim, she said, was the linking up of Spirit
ualism with Christianity, and to present Spiritualism under
its religious and philosophical aspects.
Many 'remained behind after the service to speak with
Mr. Vale Owen. The meeting will likely bear good fruit.
Miss Dorothea Walenn rendered a beautiful violin solo,
accompanied by Miss Carpenter.

L. C.

MARYLEBONE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION.
On Sunday evening an excellent address was given by
Mr. Ernest Hunt on “Spiritualism in the World of
Affairs.” Mr. Hunt referred to there being two gospels
to-day, one of matter, and the other of spirit. He spoke
of repentance as being a change of outlook and said a- man
might be said to have repented when he changed his out
look from the material to the spiritual. Spirit is a force
to be reckoned with in the world to-day. The object of
evolution was spiritual growth; we were here to grow.
Spiritualism is the attraction that holds things together.
Love expresses itself in service. If you do not truly serve,
elimination follows. Although there are the two gospels in
the world to-day, it must be realised that spirit and matter
are one, not two. Strikes are denials of service, and unless
a spirit of service enters into both employers and employees
things will be at a standstill. Look at' it in the light of
spirit and you will find a message of spirit to the world of
affairs.
Mrs. Annie Johnson gave clairvoyant descriptions and
messages with marked success'.
R. E. H. F.

NEW BOOKS RECEIVED.
“Death-Bed Visions.” By Sir William Barrett, F.R.S.
Methuen & Co., Ltd. (3/6.)
S “The History of Spiritualism.” '‘Tn two volumes. By
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Cassell & Co.. Lid. (42/-.)
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The British College of Psychic Science, Ltd.,
St. HOVLAND PARK, LONDON, W.11.
(T»>. PARK ATM.)
Hon Principal, J. HKWAT MoKRNZII.

SUNDAY

New Byltnbut on Application.

" Psychology nori DovNopment of Mediumship ” ... MR. HORACE LEAF.

Mon., Jone jth, 8.rs p.m.

Non-members is.
MRS. CLEGG.
Tues., June Rth, $.jo. Booking's. $8. (Limited to 6.)

Uro up for Trance Phenomena

Members free.

.............................................

“ Questions and Discussion on Psychic Problems,”

mrs. iiewat McKenzie.
Thurs., lune roth, 3.30 p.m. Members free. Non-members is.
Direct Voice, Private Appointments............ MRS. BLANCHE COOPER.
Groups, Wednesdays at 8 p.m. Fridays at 5 p.m. Bookings required.
Trance Mediumship. Private Appointments
MRS. BARREL.
peyohloai Development Dlaeeee
MRS. GARRETT.
Trance Mediumship. Private Appointments
MRS. VICKERS.
Olalrvoyance, and Peyohloai Development
Clairvoyance. Private Appointments ...
.. MRS. G. P. SHARPLIN.
psychic Diagnosis and Treatment of Disease
MR. G. P. SHARPLIN.
Healing Group. Thursdays, at 8 p.m. ...
Publlo Clairvoyanoe.

Fri. June 4th, at 8 p.m.......
....
Fri. June nth, at 8 p.m..........................

MR. T. AUSTIN.
MRS. TYLER.

NOTE.—The College has occasional accommodation for Students or
Interested visitors from the oountry and abroad.

Vol. V.

“PSYCHIC SCIENCE.”

No. 1.

Ed., MR. F. BLIGH BOND.
April Number.
Post free 2s. gd.
(May be obtained from the College, Psychic Book-Shop, and
Messrs. Simpkin, Marshall and Co.)

Wimbledon Spiritualist Mission
134-136, HARTFIELD ROAD, WIMBLEDON.

MR. R. A. BUSH.
Sunday, June 6th, n a.m....
...... . ...
Holy Communion.
3 p.m. ... Lyceum. Sunday School for Adults and
»>
Children.
MR. R. A. BUSH. •
,, 6.30 p.m; ...
“Genesis I.’
Wednesday. June 9th, 7.30 p.m.........................
... MRS. A. BRITTAIN.
Address, Spirit-descriptions and Messages.
Healing, Tuesdays, 7.0 p.m.
Wednesdays, 3.0 p.m.
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■SUNDAY’S SOCIETY

MARYLBBONK

SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION, Ltd, I

MEETINGS.

ifiOLIAN HALL,

SERVICES

NEW BOND STREET, W.

Sunday, June 6th, at 6.30 p.m.
Address: MISS LIND AF HAOE8Y.
Olalrvoyantl MRS. FRANCES TYLER.
1-

Silver collection on entering.

WEEKDAY MEETINGS
P8YOHIOAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE.

5, TAVISTOCK SQUARE, W.C. 1.
Monday, June 7th, at 3 o'clock.
Psychometry: MRS. O. HADLEY.
Tuesday, June 8th, at 7.30 p.m.
Clairvoyance: MR. VOUT PETERS.
Wednesday, June 9th, 7.30 p.m.
Lecture: " The Roman Church.”
MR. FRANK VERNON.
Thursday, June 10th, at 7.30 p.m.
Clairvoyance: MISS FLORENCE MORSE.

MEMBERS FREE.

NON-MEMBERS //-.

Membership Invited.
Subscription, 10/- per annum.
Correspondence to Hon. Sec., F. W. Hawken, 4, Tavistock Sq., W.C.

SPIRITUALIST

COMMUNITY

SERVICES.

Morning and Evening.

GROTRIAN

(late Steinway)

HALL

115, Wigmore Street
(Nearest Station, Marble Arch or Bond Street).

SUNDAY, JUNE 6th
11 a.m.—Speaker, Mrs.’ de Crespigny
6.30 p.m.—Speaker, Rev. G. Vale Owen.
June. 13th, 11 a.m., Mrs. K. Bamber; 6.30 p.m., Mr. H. H. Hitchcock.

A Spiritual Healing Service is included.

Lewisham.—Limes Hall, Limes Grove.—June 6th, 11.15,
open circle; 2.45, Lyceum; 6.30, Mrs. Annie Boddington.
Wednesday, June 9th, 8, Mrs. Mary Goode.
Croydon.—Harewood Hall, High-street.—June 6th, 11,
Mr. P. 0. Scholey; 6.30, Mrs. Julie E. Scholey.
Camberwell.—77te Central Hall, High-street.—June 6th,
11. service; 6.30, Mr. Ronald Brailey. Wednesday; 7.30,
at 55, Station-road.
Shepherd’s Bush.—73, Becklow-road.—June 6th, 11,
public circle; 6.30, Rev. J. M. Mathias, June 10th, 8, Mrs.
Holloway.
Peckham.—Lausanne-road;—June 6th, 7, Mrs. M.
Crowder. Thursday, 8.15, Nurse Giles.
Bowes Park.—Shaftesbury Hall, adjoining Bowes Park
Station (down side).—June 6th, 11, Mr. W. Drinkwater;
7, Mine. Glare O. Hadley. June 9th, 8, Mr. G. W. Coleman
at 54, Whittington-road.
St. John’s Spiritualist Mission, Woodberry-grove, North
Finchley (opposite Tram Depot).—June 6th, 7, Rev. G.
Ward. Thursday, June 10th, 8, Mme. Mervale Collins.
Richmond Free Church, Ormond-road.—June 6th, 7.30,
Mr. Ernest Hunt; address. June 9th, 7.30, Mrs. F. Kingstone, address and clairvoyance.
'Croydon National Spiritual Church.—The New Gallery,
Katharine-street (opposite the Town Hall).—June 6th, at
6.30, Mrs, A., de Beaurepaire.

SILVER COLLECTION.
Healing Circles are held Mondays at 6.30 p.m. and Fridays at 3 p.m.
Applications to be made to the Hon. Sec., ax, George St., Baker St., W.x.

The “ W. T. Stead ” Borderland Library
5, SMITH SQUARE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1.
(Five minutes from the Houses of Parliament.)
Hon. Secretary .................. MISS ESTELLE STEAD.
The Lending Library contains hundreds of books on Psychic subjects
Fully Classified Catalogue as. 4d. Supplementary Catalogue yd.
Hours 11 to 6.

Closed Saturdays and Sundays.

Wednesday, 3 p.m., Circle for Clairvoyance, June 9th, MISS COLLYNS.
Thursdays, 3 p.m., Study Class ............... MRS. NEAL.
Thursdays, 3 p.m., Class for Development.............. MISS AIMEE EARLE.
Thursdays, 6 p.m., Devotional Group ............ MISS STEAD.
Wednesdays and Fridays, MRS. DEANE. Sittings for Psychic Photo
graphy. (By appointment.)
Fridays, 2.30 to 5 p.m., Library “At Home.” Members and all Interested
to talk on Psychic Subjects cordially invited. Tea 6d.

The London Spiritual Mission,
13, PEMBRIDGE PLACE, BAYSWATER, W.
SUNDAY, TUNE 6th.
At 11 a.m...................... MR. GEORGE PRIOR.
At 6.30 p.m....... ......
...
... MRS. WORTHINGTON.
Wednesday, June 9th, at 7.30 p.m.......................... MR. HORACE LEAF.
Clairvoyance.
“At Home” on Monday, June 7th, from 7 to 9. (Members only.)
Tuesday Inquiry Class at 7.30.
Wednesday Services at 7.30 p m.
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DIAGNOSIS

IPSYCHOSENSICSt
WHAT DOES IT MEAN ?
Why

PSYCHO-SENSING—SOUL-SENSING 1
Our Correspondence Course will train YOU, as it is already training
Students all over the World, to

SEE CLAIRVOYANTLY,
HEAR CLAIR AU DIENTLY,
FEEL PSYCHOMETRICALLY,
BECOME VITAL MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY,

PSYCHO-THERAPEUTIC SOCIETY, 3
134, HARTFIELD ROAD, WIMBLEDON

On Monday, June 7th, from 3.0 to 7.0 p.m.

■

Mr. J. Stirling Campbell
(Principal of the School of Psycho-Therapeutics),
^will attend for diagnosis only on behalf of the Society.
Fee 5s. toward the Society’s expenses..
Also a

CLASS

FOR

■

a

HEALERS

The six Text Books have been specially written by

will be started on Monday, June 14tb, at 7.30 to 9.30 p.m.,

An Authoress student says:—“ The little books are treasures."
Send lid. stamp for Explanatory Pamphlet and Enrolment Form, to •
The Secretary, PSYCHOSENSIC TRAINING CENTRE.
28, St. Stephen's Road Landen, W.2.

at same address, conducted by

F. BRITTAIN.

g

Mr. J. Stirling Campbell.
Fee to non-membersof the Society 10»,6d. for the Course of
■ ■■■■■■an ■naw

lessons

■
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London

Alliance,

Spiritualist

Telephone t RBNS. 8708.
Rlya, District, Metropolitan,
Tube ! Piccadilly and Bromptoa
Buses: 14, 30, 49, 74, 99,

16, Queensberry Place,
South Kensington,
London,
S.W. 7.
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION ONE GUINEA.
Yoga
West
gerie;

EXPERIMENTS IN MENTAL PHENOMENA.

. clear
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STUDY.
SPEAKERS’ TRAINING GLASS.—In view of the urgent need of

Circles limited to six for Clairvoyanoe, Psychometry, and Tranoe
Mediumship, Members 5s., Non-members ys. 6d.

speakers for the Spiritualist movement, the Council have arranged with
Mr. H. Ernest Hunt to hold a Speakers' Training Class on Fridays,
at 6.0 p.m. For particulars apply to Secretary.

Monday, June 7th, at 3 p.m., MR. A. T. TAYLOR.
Wednesday, June 9th, at 7 p.m., MRS. E. A. CANNOCK.

THE TRAINING OF THE PSYCHIC FACULTY.—A Circle limited
to 20 is held on Thursdays, at 5 p.m., conducted by Mrs. Lucy

Smith, of Kimberley, S.A., in the temporary absence of Mrs. Lennox
Kay. For members only.

Demonstrations to Meeting in Lecture Hall, Tuesday, June 8th, at
3.15 p.m., MR. C. GLOVER BOTHAM. Members free.

THE LIBRARY.—A unique collection of over 3,000 books is available

to members, including many that are rare and valuable.
selection of books has been made for inquirers.

Private Trance Sittings. Every Tuesday and Thursday, at It.30
a.m. and 3.30 p.m. MRS. J. W. GARRETT. Members ias. fid. Non

members 15s. (No appointment is definitely booked until fee is paid.)

A careful

NOTICES.
ADMISSION FEES.—-No money for admission to meetings can be
taken at the door. Tickets must be purchased in advance. Small
books of five 2s. tickets may be obtained by members. Money
returned at end of Session on unsold tickets.
REFRESHMENTS.—Teas are served every afternoon in the Lounge.
SUBSCRIPTION.—The Annual Fee of One Guinea, payable on the
1st .January, includes the use of the Library, free admission to all
ordinary lectures, special fees for all experimental work, and the
use of comfortable club rooms.
ENQUIRERS.—Enquirers are cordially invited to call, and the Secre
tary,- Miss Mercy Phillimore, will be pleased to interview and ggfiial
between the hours of 11.30 a.m. and 4.30 p.m. Saturdays exq

PRIVATE EXPERIMENTS.—Members may hire the Stance Rooms

at a reasonable fee, and subject to certain rules, for experiments
among themselves.

LECTURES.
Wednesday, June 9th, at 4.30 p.m., Second of a Course

of Two
Lectures by MRS. F. E. LEANING: " Cornish Ghost Stories (Partly
Folk Lore).” Discussion will follow.
Thursday. June 10th, at 7.30 p.m.: " The Creative Possibilities of
Psychic Development,” by MISS MARGARET V. UNDERHILL.
Chair: MISS HELEN McGREGOR.
NOTE.—Owing to unavoidable circumstances the Lecture originally
arranged for June 10th is postponed until the AutiTmn Session.

Office Hours: 10—6 and 1 o’clock on Saturdays.

All communications to be addressed to the Secretary, Miss Mercy Phillimore.

In Excellent Condition

SECOND-HAND BOOKS
The Psychology- of Everyday Life. By-James Drever............

The Message of Anne Simon.

Reflections of an Optimist on the Psychology of Holiness
Happiness and Health. By Arthur W. Hopkinson, Vicar of
Banstead. ...

Hope.

3 6

" There is no. death.” Anon.

2 10

Animal Life and Human Progress. Man’s account with the Lower.

5

4

Ainenism, Atenism and Egyptian Monotheism-.
Wallis Budge
..." ......
...................... '...

6

4

By Arthur
,.......<

7

4

A Defence of Philosophic Doubt, The Foundations of Belief. By
Arthur James Balfour, F.R.S...................

5

4

3

6

God’s Country. The Trail to Happiness. By James Oliver Curwood

By

Tutankhamen.

A Study in Old Testament
Religion. By W. O. E. O sterley, D.D.

Immortality and the Unseen World.

The Life and Times of Akhnaton, Pharaoh of Egypt.

VVeigall

.................v

Studies in Dreams.

By Mrs. H. O. Arnold-Forster ...

The Earth Spirit. Symbolical and other Pieces. By Millar Dunning

Origin, Creeds and Religious Ceremonies, and their connection
with and influence upon modern Freemasonry. By Bernard H.
Springett, P.M., P.Z. ...
...
...
......

Some New Evidence for Human Survival.

Thomas

3

The Mystery of Death and the Two Resurrections.

6

Christopher. A Study in Human Personality.
Letters from a Living Dead Man.

4

4

-

A Study in the Application of
Psychology to Daily Life. By Edgar James Swift

4

Century. By E. Katharine Bate's

—By A. Campbell Holms. I’p. 512. Price
25/-. Post free, 25/8. _ An encyclopaedic work
of great value,. containing references to all
phases of psychic phenomena, with exhaustive
. bibliographies.
A Business Man's Experiences of the Truth of
Lite After Death.—By Robert H. J ebb. Cloth.

Po»t free, 2/9.

By James H. Hyslop, Ph.D.
LL.D..........................
...
..
By Annie Besant

4

Shepherd’s Crowns.

A Volume of Essays by Pamela Grey ...

Thoughts of the Spiritual.

Post free, 3/9

Mist.—By

Post free, 7/11,

SEND REMITTANCE WITH ORDER
A

..

...........

By the Rev. Arthur Chambers ...

BOOKS

Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle'. Post free, 7/10. (Just published.)
The Progression of Mahnaduke. Second Series.
By Flora More. Post free, 3/9.
The Wisdom of the Gods.—By II. Dennis
Bradley.

..................

By Effie Martyn Watts

(Just published.)
Of

...

God’s. Wonderland.

Edie.—By W. Harold Speer.

The Land

Written down by Elsa Barker

The Changing World: And Lectures to Theosophical Students

2 10

NEW
The Facts of Psychic Science and Philosophy.

By Sir Oliver Lodge,

Psychical Research and Survival.

Psychology and the Day’s Work.

Problem of the XXth
...
...
...
......

By A. Noel

F.R.S.

5 10

A

By Rev. Chas Drayton

..........

Roberts

the most important historical phenomena,- with a criticism of
their evidential value, By Hereward Carrington, Ph.D. ...

Christianity.

...

ton, Ph.D.

The Physical Phenomena of Spiritualism. Being a brief account of

Psychical Science and

By Hereward Carring............

Eusapia Palladino and Her Phenomena.

A consideration of their

Secret Sects of Syria and the Lebanon,

By Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

Memories and Adventures.

Animals.. By Arthur Dendy, D.Sc., F.R.S.............

The Hidden Splendour.—By A. Scrivener. (Just

published.) Post free, 8/-.
Sir William Barrett,
F.R.S. (Just published.) Post free, 3/9.
How Spirits Communicate.—Rev. G. Vale Owen.
Post free, 1/8. (Just Published.)
The History of Spiritualism. In two volumes.
—By Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Post free, 41/9.
Death-Bed Visions.—By
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Yoga :
A Study of the Mystical Philosophy of the Brahmins
and Buddhists.
By Col. J. F. C. Fuli.ee. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. net.
In this work the author butlines the different systems of Eastern
Yoga, with cross-references to other mystical systems^^uch as
Western Magic and the Quabalah. He presents Yoga as one of a
series of means of deliverances from worldly illusions, and gives a
clear view of the Yoga philosophy “ which has been the solace of
millions for many centuries.’*

Psychical and Supernormal Phenomena.
By Dr. Paul Joire.
Translated by Dudley Wright. Cloth, 7s. 6d. net.
There can be no doubt that all psychical devotees will greatly
welcome this addition to their libraries, and the uninitiated will
find this book to be one of most extraordinary interest.—Sheffield
Daily Telegraph.

Communion and Fellowship.
A Manual Dedicated to those who have passed beyond the Veil.
Compiled by H. A. Dallas.
Leather, 4s. 6d. net. Limp cloth,
as. net;

Psychic Science (La Psychologie Inconnue).
By Emile Boirac.
Translated by Dudley Wright.
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Cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

otters From a Living Dead Man.

^^VrituJ^clown by Elsa Barker.

Cloth, 4s. fid. net.
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he Hidden Way Across the Threshold.
ByJ.C. Street.

Cloth, 15s. net.

Professor Challenger

Master Keys of Life and Death.
By Ca pt. Carey, R.N.

Cloth, 3s. fid.-net.

Voices From the Void.
A record of Six Years’ Experiences with the Ouija Board.
Hester Travers Smith. Cloth, 3s. fid. net.
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There is No Death.
By Florence Marryat.

New Edition.

Lord John Roxton
and Mr. Malone

Cloth, 3s. 6d. net.

The Harmonial Philosophy.
A Compendium and Digest of the Works of Andrew Jackson
Davis. Cloth, 10s. 6d. net.
Impression.

Through the Mists.
Leaves from the Autobiography of a Soul in Paradise. Recorded
for the Author by Robert James Less, Cloth, 5s. net.

The Life Elysian.
Being More Leaves from the Autobiography of a Soul in Para
dise. Cloth, 5s. net.

Gone West.
Three Narratives of After Death Experiences.
to J. S. M. Ward, B. A. * Cloth, 5s. net.

Communicated

A Subaltern in Spirit-Land.
A sequel to “ Gone West.’’ Transmitted through the medium
ship of J. S. M. Ward. Cloth, 6s. net.

The Way of Attainment
By Sydney T. Klein. Cloth, 5s. net.
Contents : Apologia—Preface—The Invisible is the Real, the
Visible is only its
ts Shadow-form—The Power of Prayer—Spiritual
Regeneration—Dogma of the Virgin Birth — Finding the Kingdom
of Heaven “ Within ”—Realising One ness with God—Nature of
the Ascent—Reaching the Summit.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
SEASIDE

TH® OHARG® FOR

SMALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
KI 9d. PKR LIN®.
rift Xtmittanct ft
Adtbrtisimbnt Manager, “Light,” 55, Fleet Street, E.C.4

MISCELLANEOUS.
MADAME BISHOP ANDERSON, Clairvoyante, Clairandient. Auric Readings and Psychological Studies. Hands, Photo
graphs, Letters, etc. Spiritual, Material and Health Advice. Daily, it
to i6. Saturdays 11 to 3 (appointment). Phone Gerrard 8094.—67,
Jermyn Street, Piccadilly.

AND

COUNTRY

APARTMENTS.

BOURNEMOUTH.
Comfortable Board-Residence.
Near 'sea
Station.—Gething, 26, Cotlands Road, Bournemouth.

and

Central

BRIGHTON.
Boarding Establishment. All bedrooms hot and cold water,
electriBMight, eaBB'firesag pure, varied, generous diet.
Write for
tariff.—Mf .and Mrs. Massingham, 17, Norfolk Terrace, Brighton.

MINEHEAD.
BENARES Guest House, The Avenue, Minehead; facing
South; minute sea, station, park, garages s<> yards; Vegetarians
catered for; inclusive terms.—Proprietors, Mr. and Mrs. Cornish.

BROADSTAIRS.
MR. HORACE LEAF holds a Conversazione every Tuesday,
8 <P.m., 2S.
3S. At Home every Wednesday, at 3 p.m., as. Public
Developing Class every Friday, at 8 pm., is. Psychic Correspondence
Training Class. Particulars on application.—41, Westbourne Gardens,
Bayswater, London, W.a. ’Phone: Park 6099.

Lansdowne, Queen’s-road. Restful Board-Residence,Liberal
table. Electric light. ’Phone 473.—Proprietresses.

MRS. ANNIE PATTERSON, Northern Clairvoyant and
Psychometrist (Tuesday at Home discontinued). Interviews daily; ap
pointments only.—35, Elsham Road, off Holland Road, Kensington,
London, W.14. Nearest Tube, Uxbridge Road; Buses .to Holland Road,
ry, 88, 49, 38.

BRAZEN HEAD FARM,
LINDSELL, ESSEX.—Guests
received. Moderate terms. Recommended by Rev. G. Vale Owen.

HELEN, THE GREEK, writes up your former incarnation
story from photographs and birth date. Occult and Mystic Lessons
by correspondence. Fees 5s. 6d. and io's. 6d.—Address, “ Helen the
Greek,” c/o Light, 55, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.
Madame Worth (Mrs. E. L. Bloodworth), Clairvoyants
and Psychometrist. Interviews, a-6 p.m., ros. 6d., or by appointment.
Advice by post 5s.—<aa, Connaught Street, Hyde Park, London, W.a.

MRS. S. FIELDER, Clairvoyant, Psychometrist.
Inter
views daily, 3 to 8. Saturdays excepted. Psychometry by post (send
birth date and stamp)-, from 2s. 6d. Clients visited, at their homes,
moderate fees. Circles conducted.—Phone: Mount View 4863.—39, Fair
bridge Road, Upper. Holloway, near Highgate Tube, London, N.19.
Astrology—Horoscope with three years’ directions, 5s.
’Detailed year’s readings; 10s., birth hour necessary. Hand reading.
Hours 11—7 p.m.—Miss A. Bull, 36, Shaftesbury Avenge, London, W.i.
Circulating Library & Psychic Centre. 69, High Holborn, W.C.1
Subscription: 2/6 yearly; 2d. per week per vol. Country Members: Three

Open Door

books for 1 month, 2/-, carriage paid one way.
Mondays, 3 and 7 p.m., Clairvoyance.
Tuesdays, 3 and 7 p.m., Healing Circle; Silver Collection.
Wednesdays, 3—5 p.m., At Home.
Fridays, 7 p.m., Debate; Silver Collection.
Hours : n—12 noon, 1—6 p.m.
(Closed Saturdays.)
ETHEL KNOTT.

Miss Lilian Walbrook (“The Case of Lester Coltman”).
Private sittings by appointment. Thursdays, 4.0 p.m., Tea, Music, De
monstration.—34, Carlton Vale, Maida Vale, N.W. ’Phone, Maida Vale 1971.

“The Life Elysian,” by Robert James Lees.
Rider & Co., Paternoster House, London, E.C.4.

4s. 6d. net.

Margaret McCallum, Highland Seer.
Call or send small
article worn. 5s. P.O., with age.—Auchudalvorie, 69, Eldon Street
Greenock. Telephone 933.

“Through the Mists,” by Robert James Lees. Price 4s. 6d.
net.—Rider & Co., Paternoster House, London, E.C.4.

COUNTRY.

MISCELLANEOUS.
To Let, new houses with Garage; £86 p.a.; 3 bed, 2 rec.;
garden; all labour-saving devices ; decorated. Outskirts Luton, Bed
fordshire, 35 mins. London.—Apply IS. C. Dillingham, Leagrave, Beds.
MARGERY, Clairvoyance, Psychometry, Spirit Messages;
Advice on all matters. Send birtwdate, hair or article and 5s. P.O. to
" Caerfai," Cremorne Road, Four Oaks, Warwicks.

“The Case of Lester Coltman,”
Price 4s. 6d. net.—Hutcnrnson & Co.

by

Lilian

LADY SPIRITUALIST, Widow, with no children, INIII^RK
quiet and healthy s-uburb of London, wants to find another who won
share expenses.—Box 168, Light, 55, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

MRS. A. STANDFIELD HAflWEY, Assistant to Mrs.
Martha Ogilvie, at 2, Hollybush Vale/Hampstead. By appointment.
Phone : Hampstead 1510.
“THE ANSWER TO OMAR KHAYYAM.” A Rubdiydt of
Spiritualist Philosophy—
5/- net.—Richard Parsons. 24. Nutfield Road, Thornton Heath.

TYPEWRITER for Sale, Remington 10; Brief; excellent
condition; ^10.—Write E. J. B., Light Office, 55, Fleet Street, London,
ETERNAL YOUTH.—A Unique and Permanent Treatment
for preserving and restoring youthfulness to the face and neck, by a
perfectly natural method. An eminent M.D. writes: “Any woman’s face
must indeed be very wrinkled and old-looking which cannot be consider
ably rejuvenated bv your really splendid system.” Consultation free.—
Call or write for Booklet Z, Elizabeth Eve, 67, Jermyn Street, S.W.i.
(Gerrard 1712.)

“The Kinqdom of God and the Power and the Glory,” by
the Rev. G. Vale Owen, 4/6 net.—Hutchinson and Co. (Publishers), Ltd.,
33-36. Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4,

A Drawing Room Service.
Mrs. Irwin, Trance Medium,
will give Clairvoyance and Psychometry every Sunday, at 7 p.m., and
readings by appointment or post.—15, Sandmere Road, London, S.W., nr.
Clapham Road Tube Station, 88 or 33 Bus.

The World Renowned KEIRO,
Palmist,
Clairvoyant,
Psychometrist (25 years Regent Street), author of “ Practical
Palmistry, Clairvoyance, Psychometry," etc., can be consulted daily at
a, Nevern Road, Earl’s Court, S.W.5. ’Phone-: Western 5033.
In
Association with MADAME JEANE CAVENDISH, the gifted Psychic
and Clairvoyant. Clients visited at their homes by appointment. Garden
Parities, Fetes, etc.,-attended. Hours, n to 8. Advise Consultations by
post, 5s. Send birth date and month.

PSYCHIC Diagnosis & Treatment.—Mr. G. P. Sharplin
(very highly recommended) can now be Seen anv day by appointment
at the British College of Psychic Science, 59, Holland Park, W.n.
(Phone: Park 4709.)

LOISEAU, the
Out-size
DRESS SPECIALIST.—New
Season’s Models no^v ready; desigped and piade . on premises.—86,
Gloucester Road, Kensington, London. (Western 3309.)

PSYCHIC MSS. specially asked for by Messrs. Arthur Stockwell, Limited, Publishers, 39, Ludgate Hill, London. Also glad consider
Novels, Poems, Stories, Music, etc. No reading fees. Established 1898.

MADAME ROWELLA, Clairvoyante; daily, 12 to 7; small
• developing Class, Thursday afternoons 3 p.m.—Dover House, ,170,
Westminster Bridge Road, London, S.E.i.

“ OUIJA-PLANCHETTE’’ COMBINATION!I! The Ideal
Present. Can be used as PLANCHETTE or OUIJA BOARD. Perfect
in design, beautifully finished on our Ball-bearing principle. A combina
tion of the two most sensitive instruments for obtaining SPIRIT MES
SAGES. Direct. Rapid and Distinct. Complete in Bpx with directions for
use, chart and accessories, delivered free anvwhere at 7s. 6d. each. Post
your order NOW.—WEYERS BROS., Scientific Instrument Makers, 18-19,
Glebe Road, Kingsland, Lo don, E.8.

MEDIUMS’

ADVERTISEMENTS

It is essential that mediums and psychics advertising in
Light shall give references as to their bona fades, whether
as members of established Spiritualist Societies or otherwise.

“Esoteric Philosophy of Love and
Marriage,” by Dion
Fortune. Price 3s. 6d. net.—Rider & Co., Paternoster House, E.C.4.

MADAME
ELIZABETH,
Clairvoyants,
Clairaudient.
Psychometrical Diagnosis by post from ss. Advice on Health,
Spiritual and Material Matters. Interviews by appointment only._ C/o
a, Lyndhurst Avenue, Waterloo Road. S.S., Blackpool.
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